
To whom it may concern, 

 

I am writing this letter today in order to confirm that it is ABSOLUTELY necessary for my health that I 

conserve my existing “electro mechanical” meter.  My fight to conserve it for this long has caused me an 

enormous amount of stress and anxiety but I’ve had to do it in order to keep my health!  I have 

developed symptoms of hypersensitivity to chemical substances, bright lights, lap tops, cell phones, and 

any thing wireless emitting electro magnetic frequencies.  I get shortness of breath, head aches, eye 

aches, insomnia, and body aches and burning sensations in my legs!  I must limit the amount of time 

that I expose myself.  I moved to St. Sauveur  18 years ago in order to avoid being exposed to all of this 

as the hypersensitivities began at an early age.  I have managed quite well thus far.  I have met many 

people however, who have not been able to and I need to do anything in my power, as anyone should 

understand, to not become one of those statistics! 

I have always paid my hydro bills and have even begun to forward my meter readings as outlined by 

Hydro Quebec on their web site.   

I absolutely without question must conserve my electromechanical meter.  I cannot for reasons of 

conserving my health accept a “smart meter” or the “non-comminicating” meter which causes me the 

same discomforts. The “non communicating” meters  generate dirty electricity and  are a soucrc of 

electromagnetic smog which for me is intolerable!  Not to mention that the plastic ones have a high risk 

of catching on fire, which is impossible with my electro mechanical meter made of glass and metal. 

I support the RAPLIQ whose intentions are to prove that the electomechanical meters are offered as an 

option in the USA.  We have the right based on the “Charts des droits and liberties” and the arguments 

outlined in the lawyers letter from RAPLIQ to conserve our electromechanical meters. 

I am respectfully requesting to all involved in making decisions on the future outcome of this situation to 

consider my plea to conserve my health and the health of all of those who have become sensitive to 

electro magnetic frequencies.  Also, it is very important to note that ANYONE is susceptible to 

developing these sensitivities! 

Thanking you in advance, 

Diane Vanderydt. 

40 Chemain du Mont Bois Vert, St. Sauveur, QC. JOR 1R1 

SVP Noter:  je vous autorise par la presente et de maniere formelle a verser immediatement telle quelle-

avec mon nom, mon adresse postale et mon adresse couriel-ma lettre d’observation au Système de 

depot electroniqye et la publier sur le site internet de la Regie.  Je vou prie de ne pas attendre la fin du 

delai de 48 heures avant de le faire! 


